
MARKET RESILIENCE: STRENGTH IN
NUMBERS
Our CIOs see favorable fundamentals and a return to normal volatility ahead.
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OUR HIGHLIGHTS

Automation for the People: Fintech in the Real
World

How are demographics and technological advances changing financial
services?
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Investing in companies actively addressing climate
change

Learn more about the Templeton Global Climate Change Fund

An Alternative for Navigating Volatile Markets

Learn what Hedge Strategies are and how they can help

Time to Rethink Emerging Markets

Emerging markets have made great strides in past few decades, yet
outdated perceptions about them persist. The implications are serious.
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SELECTED FUNDS

OUR FUND RANGE

EQUITY

A range of quality strategies across styles, regions and cap sizes to fit
many needs.

Learn more

FIXED INCOME

Strategies from unconstrained macro to speciality sectors to fit client
views.

Learn more

ALTERNATIVES

Alternative funds invest in strategies and/or asset classes, with risk and
return profiles distinct from traditional asset classes.

Learn more

MULTI-ASSET

Both strategies and a team that can help address challenges across
your portfolios.

Learn more

An Update on Our ESG Scores

Highlights six case studies of changing country scores in Global Macro
Views.
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Three Technology Titans Reshaping Retail
Multiple perspectives on digitizing retail in Equity Markets.

CIO Market Perspectives

Our senior investment leaders break down key factors driving market
activity and opportunities.
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How to Navigate Unpredictable Markets

Market insights along with educational resources to help you put volatility in
perspective.
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Investments entail risks, the value of investments can go down as well as up and investors should be aware they might not get back the full value invested.
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